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Introduction 

In the Summer 19 Release, Kimble has made it easier to update multiple Assignments 
simultaneously. To support this, Kimble has enhanced and renamed the Many Assignments screen 
for Delivery Engagements and Elements, and made it available for Resources, Programs, and 
Portfolios. This screen is now called Edit Assignments. If required, you can add custom fields to the 
Edit Assignments screen. These fields also appear on the Edit Activity Assignment and Edit Deliver 
Element windows. 

You can now bulk update the following fields on the Edit Assignments screen: 

 Resource 
 Role 
 Location 
 Revenue Rate 
 Cost Rate 

 Start Date 
 End Date 
 Usage Behaviour 
 Remaining (Usage) 
 Utilization. 

You would use the Edit Assignments screens if, for example, you needed to: 

 Change a Cost or Revenue Rate across an entire portfolio. 
 Make changes to all Assignments for a Resource who is no longer available for work. 
 Extend or push back the start date for a sequence of Assignments for Resources. 
 Update Resource locations. 

Essential Concepts 

Assignment 

An instance of a Resource being associated to a particular activity, whether that be related to a 
Delivery Element, pre-sales, or an Other Activity. 

End Date 

The date at which an Assignment is forecast to end. 

Location 

Location may be defined on an Activity Assignment or Resourced Activity, to reflect the geographical 
location of the Activity.  

For more details on Location, including Geo-Location, see the Using Geo-Location in Kimble Winter 
18 Guide. 

Remaining Usage 

The amount of time a Resource has left scheduled on the Assignment, based on the number of days 
remaining and their utilization. 

Resource 

Resources perform roles on activities related to Delivery Engagements, Pre-Sales Activities or Other 
Activities. 
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Revenue Rate 

The daily amount that the organization charges clients for the Resource’s time. 

Usage Behaviour 

The way Kimble manages the remaining usage on Assignments is governed by that Assignment’s 
Usage Behaviour. This is typically a calculation using three of the following elements to predict the 
fourth: 

 Assignment Start Date  
 Assignment End Date 
 Usage (measured in days or hours) 
 Utilization % 

Utilization 

The percentage of a resource's time that they are assigned to or have worked on eligible activities 

Bulk updating Assignments for Delivery Elements 

The Edit Assignments screen enables you to update Assignment details for multiple Resources across 
a Delivery Engagement. You can access it from an individual Element or, if the changes required span 
multiple Elements, you can access it from the Delivery Engagement. 

If you access the screen from a Delivery Engagement, it lists all Assignments grouped by Element (in 
the ‘Scoped With’ column). If you access it from an Element, it only lists the Assignments for that 
Element: 

 

To update multiple assignments for a Delivery Engagement or Element: 

1. Navigate to the required Delivery Engagement or Element. 
 

2. Click Activity > Edit Assignments. 
 

3. Update the Assignments as described in Updating Assignments in bulk. 
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Bulk updating Assignments for Delivery Portfolios and Programs 

The Edit Assignments screen enables you to edit multiple Assignments within a Portfolio or Program.  

 

To update multiple assignments for a Delivery Portfolio or Program: 

1. Navigate to the required Delivery Portfolio or Program. 
 

2. Click Edit Assignments. 
 

3. Update the Assignments as described in Updating Assignments in bulk. 

Bulk updating Assignments for a Resource 

The Edit Assignments screen enables you to edit all Assignments for a Resource.  

 

To update multiple Assignments for a single Resource: 

1. Navigate to the required Resource. 
 

2. Click Edit Assignments. 
 

3. Update the Assignments as described in Updating Assignments in bulk. 

Updating Assignments in bulk 

To update Assignments in bulk using the Edit Assignments screen: 

1. Select the Assignments to update using the checkboxes down the left-hand side of the table. 
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2. Move the cursor over the field you want to update for one of the assignments. 
 

 
 

3. Click  to display the Edit Activity Assignment window. 
 

 
 

4. Make the change in the dialog as required. 
See the Bulk updates by field section for guidance on the types of changes you can make. 
 

5. Indicate whether you want the changes to apply only to the Assignment you clicked (The record 
clicked) or All n selected records, and then click Save. 

Adding custom fields to the Edit Assignments screen 

Before adding custom fields to the Edit Assignments screen, you must have toggled the “Edit fields in 
Assignment Key Fields fieldset in proposal and delivery views” setting on (Reference Data > Kimble 
Config > Assignments). 

When this is enabled, you can add custom fields to the Assignment Key Fields fieldset. 

 
If you require assistance adding fields to fieldsets, have your System Administrator contact 
Kimble. 

 

Bulk updates by field 

The following table explains how each Assignment field can be updated. Where a field is the result of 
a calculation based on other values, you cannot edit it directly.  

Field and Type Instructions 
Resource 
Resource lookup 

Search for and select the replacement Resource using the 
Lookup window. 

Role Select the new value from the drop-down menu. 
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Drop-down menu 
Location 
Drop-down menu 

Select the new value from the drop-down menu. 

Revenue Rate 
Drop-down menu and numerical 

 Set to value 
Enter the new value in the field to directly replace all 
selected Revenue Rates with this number. 

 Increase by % 
Enter the percentage by which you want to increase 
all selected Revenue Rates. 

 Decrease by % 
Enter the percentage by which you want to decrease 
all selected Revenue Rates. 

 Increase by value 
Enter the value by which you want to increase all 
selected Revenue Rates. 

 Decrease by value 
Enter the value by which you want to increase all 
selected Revenue Rates. 

Cost Rate 
Numerical 

Enter the new daily cost rate. 

Start Date 
Drop-down menu and numerical/date 
picker 

 Set to value 
Enter a new start date. 

 Move start date to 
Enter a new start date. 

 Move start date by (days) 
Enter the number of days by which you want to push 
back the start date. 

End Date 
Numerical/date picker 

Enter a new end date. 

Usage Behaviour 
Drop-down menu 

Select the new Usage Behaviour from the drop-down 
menu. 

Remaining 
Drop-down menu and numerical 

 Set to value 
Enter the new value in the field to directly replace all 
selected Remaining Usage with this number. 

 Increase by % 
Enter the percentage by which you want to increase 
all selected Remaining Usage. 

 Decrease by % 
Enter the percentage by which you want to decrease 
all selected Remaining Usage. 

 Increase by value 
Enter the value by which you want to increase all 
selected Remaining Usage. 

 Decrease by value 
Enter the value by which you want to increase all 
selected Remaining Usage. 

Utilization 
Numerical 

Enter a new Baseline Utilization value. 

 


